
What was your experience of the home projects such as the mind maps, finding science 
experiments etc? 

I have loved seeing them show us their research and what they are learning at home. 

I initially thought that they were too advanced, but was later amazed by the experience that it 
offered both myself and my child. We enjoyed them thoroughly. 

Enjoyed taking part in my child’s weekly project  

We've enjoyed them and there has been the perfect amount. 

Great opportunity for bonding and learning  

Kids absolutely LOVED it!  

Great fun and good opportunity to see what my child is learning  

It has been insightful for us as a family. Learning together through mind maps and projects. 

Really innovative and fun learning experience for the whole family. Allows the child to think 
independently and ask questions. 
Has helped our child to communicate more confidently. 

interesting and educational 

Gosh, was a bit daunting but it just showed me how today's children are definitely from a 
different generation than our previous children and us!!  It was great actually learning from your 
child because the things they know we have to research! lol 

It was fun to work together and we were surprised by how creative our child was! 

its been most fun for the entire family. thoughtful and not too "heavy" for the child  

really great, positive experience 

Great, we enjoyed working on projects as a family 

Enjoyed doing them - made me part of the learning experience. I was not quite sure of the 
expectations at first, but because we knew they weren't for assessment, there was no pressure to 
do them a particular way and we could design them and put the information together how we 
wanted. 

It's been interesting and fun being exposed to learning of this nature again. Including parents on 
some demonstration days also added to the experience.  

created opportunity for the family to work as a team 
 

 
Do you have any other feedback that will help us in shaping the future of Red Roots? 

I wonder what it would be like if we allocated a family a day to provide treats for the teachers? 

I wouldn’t change a thing, have been really impressed with the staff and management of the 
school  

I cannot compliment this school more highly. There is nothing I would change. The playground is 
beautiful, the teachers attentive, the activities creative and educational, the environment 
wonderfully inclusive and the perfect introduction to primary school. THANK YOU so much for 
allowing Eli to shine. 

Keep going has you all have been. This school has blown me away! 

What an amazing experience!! Thank you!! You are doing a great job!! 

I absolutely love your approach and the passion with which the teachers do their job. It’s so much 
more than just a job to them-it’s a calling. 

Great school, very organised and we appreciated the regular feedback from the teachers.  

The values displayed by all the staff at Red Roots has been wonderful and if maintained, Red 
Roots will continue to develop well rounded learners for the future. 

Keep doing what you're doing!!!!! 

I loved how dedicated everyone was to make this year as good as it was! Transparent and regular 
information about what’s happening and all these little events and get togethers like parents 
breakfast, celebrate a special person etc! 
 

Stay AWESOME!!!!!! 

The school is doing an amazing job. Our child's confidence has improved so much and she is very 
independent. 

 


